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societal conventions on innovation policy, entrepreneurial behaviour and risk acceptance

(Klamer, 2011) which are likely to work differently in other regional contexts. 

A final preliminary point is the definition of cooperation. For this contribution,

cooperation is understood as a longer term effort by a network of two or more

dissimilar organizations with the aim to realize innovation. A regular transaction

between a creative service provider and a non-creative client – or a series of one-off

transactions – does not constitute a cooperation. 

C o n c e p t u a l  f r a m e w o r k :  c o o p e r a t i o n

In systemizing the topic, we distinguish three possible participants in cooperations:

cultural organizations, creative organizations, and organizations in third sectors. That

renders five different combinations, which we systemize as follows:

Cultural – cultural cooperations. Research shows that the practice of autonomous

production of performing arts organizations is developing into a collaborative structure

(Langeveld, Koppenberg, Belme, 2014). Effective cooperation can however be hindered

by a number of factors, such as the inequality among partners. 

Also cooperations enforced by external dynamics are experienced to be unsuccessful.

Cooperation need to be the participants’ own initiative and need to respect the unicity

of partners (Langeveld et al., 2014). A qualitative survey indicates that Dutch theatres

display considerable willingness to cooperate, and do so for a variety of reasons, with

partners both in the vertical chain (producers, distributers, programmers, etc.) and

outside the cultural chain (like healthcare institutes). Apart from objectives such as

learning from experiences from colleague institutions on improvement of the theatrical

offer, audience outreach and back office efficiency, respondents also have objectives

such as increasing influence on local cultural policy and improvement of societal

legitimacy (Van Zalen, 2015).

Cultural – creative cooperations are rare in the Dutch context. They are however

interesting, because of the theorized knowledge spillover advantages from creative to

cultural organizations on the subject of strategic balancing of economic and artistic

considerations (Kolsteeg, 2014). Cultural/creative hybridization - for instance in the

combination of libraries and bookshops - requires attention which exceeds this article,

especially on bridging gaps between the respective organizational cultures (Karré, In ’t

Veld, 2007).

Cultural – other cooperations are also not discussed in this contribution. They can

contain any relationship between artists and for-profit or public organizations and have

been theorised extensively elsewhere (Schiuma, 2008; Berthoin Antal & Strauß, 2013). 

Creative-creative cooperations. In the creative sector, cooperation is a natural way of

working. A survey (Koppejan, Leijtens, 2011) indicates that 79% of the creative firms in

Utrecht work together with other creative firms, preferably in a ‘live’ situation. A more

recent limited (non-representative) survey under creative firms indicates that the large

majority of types of cooperation are to do with adapting or further specifying products

Trust: A Partnership’s Must 
• More about the cooperation between creative and other sectors

• Networking is a vital strategic capacity

• Concrete: the role of trust in a possible mismatch

• Strategy against one sided economic policies from the creative perspective

J o h a n  K o l s t e e g

I n t ro d u c t i o n  

How to realize effective cooperations and spillovers (Schramme, 2014)

between creative and non-creative firms has been a subject of political

debate in the Netherlands for years. Several subsequent governmental

programs have attempted to ignite the sequence of creativity, 

innovation and economic growth. The architecture of these programs

has been criticized for their inaccessibility to creative partners and lack

of real innovation effects. Explaining this in theoretical terms is the 

central objective of this contribution.

We start with a brief systemization of the multifaceted phenomenon of cooperations

that involve cultural or creative organizations. We will discuss several aspects of creative

cooperations in the Dutch context, relating it to the political discourse, as well as to

situated creative entrepreneurial practice. We will elaborate on how the perspective of

social networking and trust can contribute to our understanding of such cooperations. 

Here we focus on creative organizations, as opposed to cultural organizations. Cultural

organizations dominantly are subsidized organizations in the traditional artistic fields of

visual arts, (classical) music, theatre, dance, etcetera. Creative organizations are for

profit firms in such fields as game development and (service) design. The lines are not

strict, after all for-profit firms can apply for subsidies to realize innovations and

subsidized organizations develop ample commercial (merchandising) activities. The

distinction is however relevant because an organization’s basic financial regime and the

nature of its identity-forming relationship with the context relate to the nature of the

internal strategic creative/financial deliberation. For-profits are able to dynamically work

with creative and economic values, whereas in cultural organizations the bureaucratic

routine of periodic legitimation causes these values to remain largely separate (Kolsteeg,

2014). 

A second preliminary point to make is that we look at cultural and creative

organizational practice as a situated and processual phenomenon. The present

contribution discusses the Dutch context. The practice we will look at is formed by local
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a sense of organizational identity (Hatch, Schultz, 2002). To put it in terms of the Actor

Network Theory (Latour, 2005), it’s the networkedness of an organization that defines

its autonomy.

Tr u s t

Networking has been theorized from several perspectives. The perspective of Social

Network Theory focusses on the importance of social capital, the capacity of

organizational actors to create connections within a community through the exchange of

information, a shared understanding and, especially, a relation of what is identified as a

crucial constituent of cooperation: trust (Hatch, 2006: 333; also Nooteboom, 2008: 200).

Trust is defined by Rousseau et al. (1998) as a psychological state comprising the

intention to accept vulnerability based on positive expectations of the intentions or

behaviour of another. Hardy et al. (Hardy, Phillips, & Lawrence, 1998) propose that trust is

comprised of predictability and goodwill, adding as a third element trust as a process of

sense-making that rests on shared meaning and the involvement of all participants in a

communication process. 

Hardy et al. (1998) observe that in a complex business world, generating trust is both

important and problematic, because of an often unbalanced relationship between

organizations. Cooperations can be established on façades of trust: manipulation and

capitulation. While capitulation shows a high degree of predictability, it lacks goodwill:

the terms and conditions of the cooperative relationship are not mutually determined,

but are enforced by the dominant partner and asymmetrical power relations are

sustained (28). Shared meanings are imposed by the dominant partner. The weaker

partner knows what is required of it and acts accordingly (id.). Hardy et al. importantly

add that the generation of trust does not, and should not, preclude conflict. Conflict is

a sign that all partners are contributing to the creation of shared meaning and, as such,

contributing to a reciprocal relationship in which synergistic outcomes are possible. 

In sum, creative organizations exist in a volatile environment where networking is a vital

strategic capacity. Networking requires social capital and a process of shared meaning

creation, which leads to trust. In the following, we will use this theoretical perspective

to evaluate two cases. First is the role of trust in creative innovation policy set-ups. The

second looks at the phenomenon of the creative hub. 

1 .  P o l i c y  a n d  p r a c t i c e  o f  I n n o v a t i o n  P o l i c y  D e v e l o p m e n t

In this part we will look at aspects of Dutch innovation policy. The Dutch government

has made it a point to stimulate contact between creative firms and firms in other

industrial sectors, driven by the expectation that successful networking will sparkle

creative innovation in the Dutch industry, which will create opportunities for economic

development, the ultimate goal of this policy. Networkedness and innovation are

positively related (De Jong, Hulsink, 2010). Elsewhere (Kolsteeg, 2014: 64) we point at

how the Dutch government persistently recommends the creative sector to uniformly

and services to the client’s wishes during the production process, indicating a practice of

co-creation. This practice is also seen in co-creation of the client’s strategy (Giessen, 2015).

The fifth form of cooperation, between the creative firms and other sectors, is the

subject of this article. 

Table 1: Systemization of cooperation with cultural and creative organizations
Note: Government is understood in this table as the national government, given that the discourse
on cooperation is triggered on the national level of innovation policy

R e l a t i o n  w i t h  e n v i ro n m e n t ,  n e t w o r k  a n d  t r u s t  

Creative organizations are inextricably linked to their environment in a continuous and

recursive process of sense making. The creative sector is known as a sector with a high

transaction-intensity, sometimes simultaneous project-based cooperations and a high

level of environmental (as well as labour-) insecurity. Scott characterizes the sector as

showing a ‘persistent postponement of anything like the stage of maturity’ (Scott: 2006

2). Maturity, at least understood as a stable organizational-economic system in a

knowable environment, is hard to come by in most sectors of industrial activity

nowadays, but certainly so in the creative sectors. This contributes to the difficulty of the

sector in generalizing political terms, despite persistent government attempts to do so.

N e t w o r k i n g

The high environmental volatility forces organizations to continually browse the

environment for relevant strategic information. This is not only an economic process but

at least partly an evolutionary one, driven by the actors’ sense pratique to be visible at

the right moment and the right place: the practice of networking. The need to invest in

context-sensitivity is an organization-wide endeavour. The practice works in two

directions. The organization develops a network of sources of information, antennas for

what other organizations do. But it also builds also antennas for what other

organizations think they do, and for what others say about what they do. This recursive

process contributes to establishing an organization’s strong points in the market, and to

C u l t u r a l C re a t i v e

C u l t u r a l Productional efficiency, 
political representation

C re a t i v e Hybridization, knowledge Intensive transaction
spillover context

O t h e r  s e c t o r s Hybridization, sponsoring, Innovation
arts based initiatives

Government policy
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typically incremental, change within relative stable institutional boundaries (id.). 

Trust starts on an interpersonal level but can be institutionalized in interfirm and inter-

organizational networks along relatively straightforward processes of socialization, even

stretching over different generations of organizational actors. Das and Teng (2001)

suggest that it is up to partnering firms to create shared vision and values through a

participatory decision-making process (274) that will lead to shared goals. Socialization

activities ‘such as rituals, ceremonies and networking’ will help establish shared norms

and beliefs (ib.). Kroeger et al. observe that the externalization of trust patterns makes

them more visible and more liable to political interference through the attempts of

powerful actors to manipulate the meanings associated with it (also Hardy et al., 1998),

a phenomenon clearly recognizable in the Dutch context. Trust and control are arguably

the most ardent points in the relation between creatives and industrial parties. But they

cannot be seen separate from each other. 

Trust, distrust and control simultaneously shape interfirm relationships (Vlaar, Van Den

Bosch, & Volberda, 2007), and the start of a cooperation is vital in this respect. Patterns

of trust, distrust and formal coordination and control tend to develop along self-

reinforcing vicious or virtuous cycles in inter-organizational collaborations. (Costa,

Bijlsma-Frankema, 2007). This derives from the impact of trust and distrust in the earlier

stages of the cooperation on (a) formal coordination and control, (b) interorganizational

performance, and (c) the interpretations that managers attribute to the behaviour of

their partners (401). My additional suggestion is that the interpretation of the behaviour

of partners could be seen as an intercultural issue. What is identified as constituents of

trust in one sector, does not necessarily comply to what organizations in other sectors

define as elements of trustworthiness, which obviously negatively influences the start of

a collaboration. 

How trust building differs in cultural sectors is illustrated by Thibodeau and Rüling

(2015). Where for-profits are used to work in Scott’s (2006) volatile, transaction

intensive, and therefore basically economic knowledge economies, non-profits, when

connecting to their environment, work along the lines of establishing a shared societal

and moral urgency: they incorporate feedback from a wider and broader set of

stakeholders in the community and establish an emotional and social bond with people

and place (Thibodeau, Rüling, 2015). Bringing these two organizational types together

will logically require a common understanding of cooperation. And although we cannot

establish which practice is more successful, it stands to reason that establishing a social

bond with a partner will be more conducive to a trustful cooperation. 

In sum: innovation cooperations between creative for-profits and non-creative firms are

subject to control (distrust) mechanisms that hinder their access to cooperations and are

contrary to what innovation processes and creative practitioners need, which makes

them feel unwelcome. I suggest that inserting a preliminary phase of ritualized ‘trust-

design’ and socialization can contribute to establishing a trustful starting position.

develop a strategic orientation, coordination and cooperation, to improve successful

implementation of existing opportunities. 

Several government programs have banked on cross-sectoral cooperations, but their

success has been limited. An evaluation of the programmatic approach reveals that the

programme risked becoming a closed shop for usual suspects that traditionally

participated in government stimulation programs (Hertog, 2012: 53, also Brakenhoff,

2015). The present Dutch topsectorenbeleid (a policy for top sectors of the national

industries) has nationally and internationally been criticized to favor the usual

(industrial) suspects, in economically viable sectors (ScienceGuide 201406), excluding

SMEs (OECD, 2014: 18) and applied universities (id.: 19). These elements damage the

position of creative micro-firms. On top of that, the virtual exclusion in the

topsectorenbeleid of the humanities, remarked ‘for the umpteenth time’ in an

evaluative report (Van Oostrom, 2015: 20), illustrates how government policy seems to

focus on creative innovation without the participation of arts and culture. This policy,

that relies on creativity, is remarkably unwelcoming for creatives. 

Those who are involved can feel they are approached in a limiting way. A ‘Second

Creative Manifest 2016’ urges political parties (election programs need to be written

soon!) to recognize the specific characteristics of the creative industry (diversity, SMEs,

intellectual property) and provide space for experiment and customization, focussing on

crossovers between creative industry and other sectors […] (DCI, 2016). 

Value of creativity materializes in other sectors, and for the creative sector it is difficult

to indicate their value in and of itself. The Innovation contract 2016-2017 (ClickNL,

2015) in fact defines the raison d’etre of the sector in its cross sectoral cooperation,

and creation of remarkable ideas, products, services, systems, strategies, underlining the

instrumentalisation of the creative sector for a higher industrial good. 

Innovation is unpredictable, and requires openness in processes and outcomes, to allow

for surprise and changes of direction along the way (Nooteboom, Stam, 2008): 344).

Instead, current innovation policy locks up innovation in pre-conceived targets,

established players, national programs, isolated activities, and relationships at arm’s

length that lack collaboration and openness of communication (346). In other words it

excels in control mechanisms. And control has a complicated relationship with trust. 

R e s p o n s e :  t r u s t  d e s i g n

Present innovation policy largely neglects characteristics of creatives and creative

processes and falls short on supporting the creation of a common communicative basis

for trustful cooperation. Let’s understand the relationship between creative and non-

creative firms as a balancing act of trust and its counterpart: control. Kroeger et al.

(2012) show how individual agency and institutionalized structures contribute to the

production, reproduction and transmission of institutionalized trust patterns (757),

possibly displaying path dependency caused by the ‘creative impulse towards constant,
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studios can learn from the success and failures of others due to a close-knit network

and open and transparant community (21). Second, cooperation can lead to

organizational scaling up, since the era of small studios has ended. When individual

studio growth is not possible or desirable, cooperation or even mergers may be the

answer. Specifically for this sector, the Gamefonds aimed at increasing innovation via

cooperation between research, industry and government (27). So cooperation is framed

in an ambition to grow and create a stronger position towards the big guys. However,

the connection between cooperation, innovation and growth did not materialize along

the expected and desired trajectories. Expectations that accompanied substantial

government investments (Terpstra, 2014) led to such high pressure that the sector

overrated its own performance and manipulated total turnover figures (Kist, Kahlmann,

2016). 

A first analysis of the – admittedly extreme – situation in the game sector in terms of

this contribution is that government action engendered a commensal network of

individual firms. This network was given the mission to find access to other networks,

which, as we have seen, may have different ideas of what constitutes a strong

cooperation. The process lacked creating a lasting soft infrastructure and common

identity first. While the political economic expectations were not tempered to realistic

proportions, the game sector became a cannot fail category in the creative industry. The

sector ‘new what was required (Hardy et al, 1998) and capitulated.

R e s p o n s e :  f o l l o w  t h e  s o c i a l  e n t re p re n e u r  

We have seen how the institutional structure for creative-other cooperations is not

necessarily conducive to the establishment of trustful relations. It may ignore how

creative expression (in the western society) tends to be constrained to begin with (Seitz,

2010), and may ignore that creative activity emerges from a shared sense of community

whose lingua franca is social capital, not merely human capital. The discours on trust,

starting at an interpersonal level (Das and Teng, 2001) leads to a view on social and

networking capacities as central to creative entrepreneurial behaviour. 

A substantive body of literature (Korsgaard, Anderson, 2011; Korsgaard, Anderson,

2007; Kolsteeg, 2016) opposes the over-stressed importance of traditional concepts as

firm growth, business development and financial growth. This literature pleads for more

attention to alternative interpretations and operationalization of central terms and to

the processual value creating aspect of entrepreneurship. This works both externally,

understanding entrepreneurship as a social phenomenon, and internally. Mantere and

Vaara (2008) observe that discourses that promote participation in strategy processes

are self-actualization, dialogization and concretization. 

Value creation can be understood as depending on the processual work of individuals

acting as mediators between the firm and the local community (Korsgaard and

Anderson, 2011). Sometimes these relationships are conducive to one another,

2 .  Cooperat ive  p rac t i ce  in  the  c reat ive  sec tor :  the  c reat ive  hub

Over the last years city administrations have actively promoted co-location of creative

firms. Art factories (or ‘creative hubs’) typically provide cheap housing and other facilities.

They provide a location - as in the case of Nutrecht in the city of Utrecht - on the second

floor of an old storage place, secluded from the start-up village on the first floor. Here,

you can do your thing without being disturbed (Nutrecht, 2016). They also provide

network facilities. VechtclubX organizes tenant meetings, because nothing happens just

on its own (Maas, 2014): tenants are selected on the basis of their added value, and once

in a while tenants have breakfast together. Often these hubs are positioned in socially

weaker areas of the city and sometimes there is an explicit or implicit expectation that the

hub will positively affect social cohesion in the neighbourhood. 

The creative hatchery Druk (Druk, 2016), recently established in a location that was

designated by the city to form a lively link between two city areas, suggests the positive

effect of multidisciplinarity in the hatchery. The creative hatchery Plexat (2016) in Utrecht

advertises the access to a network of creative firms as a selling point for creative firms,

in their case in the creative niche of wood- and metal workers and furniture designers.

Here, creating a connection with parties from other sectors is not part of the deal.

Numerous hatcheries are based in socially weak neighbourhoods, started off with the

ambition to connect to their environments, and ultimately failed in that respect.

Typical is that they do not fully capitalize on a collective identity. Therefore their real

value does not exceed cheap co-location or other economic effects desired by the local

administration. The city of Utrecht installed a guarantee fund of 700.000 euros to create

hatcheries that can stimulate employability in the creative sector (Utrecht, 2014). Yet in

the ‘transaction’ between creative firms and the city, an exchange value other than

housing is lacking. The city doesn’t seem to ask, for instance, a share of the

distinguishing commodity the tenants are specialists in: creativity. Combined

multidisciplinary creative input could well contribute to the solution of problems the city

is struggling with. Also, such a cooperation of concerted spillover of creative knowledge

and brainpower would contribute to the creation of a collective identity (De Jong, 2014). 

And again, it’s the creatives themselves who ask to be supported in this respect. De

Jong (2014, also in this publication) researched what, apart from housing on a central

location and plenty of coffee machines, additional points of attention can make creative

hubs actually do what they are intended for: synergetic multi-disciplinary cooperation.

De Jong finds the importance of internal diversity as well as collective identity, as in

being part of the system of creativity (in order to build trust and recognize needs) (53).

So here the establishment of interfirm ‘trust in diversity’ is seen as contributing to a

common, more outgoing identity. 

But this discourse can also be subjected to political pressure, as is illustrated in the

Dutch games sector. The Gamesmonitor (Koops, 2015) mentions the importance for the

games sector of cooperation, networking and collaboration for two reasons. First
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C o n c l u s i o n

The route to trustful interfirm cooperation starts with the establishment of a shared

understanding of entrepreneurial practices and discourses. Establishing shared meanings

with partners in cooperation will prevent the creative sector to capitulate to economic

innovation practice that craves goodwill, for lack of a mutual definition of the terms

and conditions of the cooperative relationship. 

If the creative sector resists the generalist government approach, if it defends openness

as the vital asset of creative innovation processes and if it diversifies its strategies to

interact with the pluriform environment, only then will it strengthen the primary

common interest in cooperations: creativity. Assuming that some government

interference remains unavoidable in triggering this process, government action is to be

directed at instituting a basis for pluralist, informal and ‘safe’ networks that embrace

sector specific practices and foster soft infrastructural elements.
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sometimes they clash, but it is in these interrelations that we can find out more about

entrepreneurship as a social and processual phenomenon (148). 
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